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Corporate Snapshot

Shares on issue
Options
Unlisted options
Market Cap
Cash

ASX: MEU

Capital Structure

(at 1.8 cents per share)
(as at 30 June 2018)

Largest Shareholders

653 m
0
31 m

Dr Colin Rose
Southern Cross Capital

~ $11.7 m
$ 1.5m

J Rose
Yandal Investments (Mark Creasy)

Zero Debt

Rest

Board & Management
Executive Chairman
Dr Colin Rose
Executive Director (exploration) Dr Kevin Wills
Technical Director (non-exec) Peter Thompson

Top Shareholders
Top 20
~ 46%
Top 50
~ 64%
Top 100
~ 77%
Lower costs

Less dilution

MORE exploration
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Galwer Craton Tenements and Geology
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• 16 ELs
• Total Area 6109 km2
• Centred on Challenger
Prospective for:
• Archaean
Mulgathing
complex targets,
and
• Hiltaba-Gawler
Range Volcanics
targets
• Drilling of 10 new
targets (shown by red
dots) is underway
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Exploration: Target 1, CAR Prospect
• Originally identified in
DPC’s Tarcoola
Tallaringa Bedrock
Drilling Project (1991)
• 1.5 km wide calcrete Au
anomaly
• Identified in 400 x 400m
spaced regional
sampling (2016)
• Infilled to 100m x 100m
(Late 2016)
• Hiltaba Suite and
Gawler Range Volcanics
Geology
• Subvolcanic / porphyry
potential
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85LRC5

• Drill testing (2018)
• 23 holes planned
• ~ 50m depth
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Exploration: Target 8 Polynorth prospect
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• Identified in regional (400 x
400m) calcrete sampling in
2015
• No previous drilling
• 100 x 100m Infill sampling
(2016)
• Cleared for drilling (2017)
• Archaean Mulgathing
Complex
• Favourable structure
• Magnetics suggest fold
hinge within shear
zone
• Drill testing
• 12 holes planned
• ~ 50m depth
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Aurora Tank Gold Discovery
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Location:

• Gawler Craton
• 50 km NE of Challenger
gold mine
• Prospective ground
• Largely under explored
• Tertiary and Quaternary
cover
• Large Au in calcrete
anomaly
• High Grade intercepts
• Strike extent ( >500m)
• Mineralisation open
• On many sections
• Down plunge
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Aurora Tank Project: Goshawk Deposit
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Drilling to define a Maiden JORC Resource

To date
• Air Core
146 holes for
• Reverse Circulation 130 holes for
• Diamond (tails)
6 holes for
Total metres
Planned
• Mid September
• ~3000m RC drilling
• Extension testing
• Along section
• Down plunge
• Biogeochemical target testing

6,685m
10,358m
313m
17,356m
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Aurora Tank Project: Goshawk Deposit
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Aurora Tank Project: Goshawk Deposit
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Gold intersection
highlights

• Plus 1 g/t Au intersections
over > 500m zone
• Most high grade
Cross section
intersections between 10
and 50m
• Many sections still open
• Mineralisation generally
underlies calcrete Au
anomaly, but not exactly
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Biogeochemical Exploration
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Sampling of plant tissue for
chemical assay
• Advantages
• Low impact
• 2 people by foot or quad
bikes
• Rapid sampling
• 60 - 90 samples per day
• Depth penetration of roots
• Arid zone drought tolerant
plants, as deep as is needed
• Large root surface area interacting
with the soil
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Biogeochemical Exploration
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Goshawk Trial
Samples collected over 3 zones of
mineralisation
•

High-grade

•

Moderate

•

Low

Total of 54 samples collected
• Unable to sample all planned
locations due to clearing
•

2 species sampled
•

Acacia anuera (Mulga)

•

Senna a. spp (Senna)
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Biogeochemical Exploration
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Results
• Elevated Au in
Acacia and Senna
Leaves
• Responses over
better
mineralisation
• Low response over
poorly mineralised
zone
• Elevated Au
outside Au in
calcrete anomaly
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Biogeochemical Exploration: Goshawk
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Goshawk Extended Trial
•

•

Aims
•

Better understanding
of response over
varying depth to Au

•

Identify new targets
not present in calcrete
geochemistry

Sampling complete
•

Assays pending

•

Targets identification

•

Drill testing
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Aurora Tank Project: Goshawk Section 26
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Aurora Tank Project: Goshawk Longsection
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Cross section
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Aurora Tank: Goshawk Deposit
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• Diamond Hole
17ATDD002, 46m
• Micro “nuggety” gold
partly in clays,
adjacent to larger
subhedral crystals of
As-Sb sulphide,
collectively
incorporated in
massive vein quartz
(black in reflected
light)
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Aurora Tank: Goshawk Deposit
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• Diamond Hole
17ATDD004, 33m
• Dispersed fine gold
within dark clay and
quartz between
breccia fragments of
tourmaline. (reflected
light)
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Aurora Tank: Goshawk Deposit
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Metallurgy

• 3 samples submitted for initial test
work (Cyanide leach bottle roll)
• Fine gold provides high recoveries
and fast leach kinetics.
• Sample A
• 12-15 m depth
• Average Grade 1.7 g/t Au
• Recovery 93.9%
• Sample B
• 22-28 m depth
• Average Grade 1.6 g/t Au
• Recovery 96%
• Sample C
• 47-50 m depth
• Average Grade 2.6 g/t Au
• Recovery 97.3%
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Future Work
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Regional
• Interpret reconnaissance drilling results
• Follow up drill planning
• Continued calcrete infill sampling
• Biogeochemical sampling

Aurora Tank
•

September drill program
•

Extension

•

Biogeochemical Targets

•

Further Biogeochemical sampling

•

Resource modelling

•

Maiden JORC Resource estimation

Marmota is now examining different means
to bring Aurora Tank into production
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Thank You
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Disclaimer
Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Marmota Limited (“MEU”). The information contained in this presentation is a professional opinion only and is given in good faith. Certain
information in this document has been derived from third parties and though MEU has no reason to believe that it is not accurate, reliable or complete, it has not been
independently audited or verified by MEU. Any forward-looking statements included in this document involve subjective judgement and analysis and are subject to uncertainties,
risks and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of, and may be unknown to, MEU. In particular they refer only to the date of this document they assume the success
of MEU’s strategies, and they are subject to significant regulatory, business, competitive and economic risks and uncertainties.
Actual future events may vary materially from those in the forward looking statements. Recipients of this document are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forwardlooking statements. MEU makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information in this document and does not take responsibility for
updating any information or correcting any error or omission which may become apparent after this document has been issued. To the extent permitted by law, MEU and its
officers, employees, related corporations and agents, disclaim all liability, whether direct, indirect or consequential for any loss or damage arising out of, or in connection with, any
use or reliance on this presentation or information.
Cautionary Statement
The estimates of exploration target sizes mentioned above should not be misunderstood or misconstrued as estimates of Mineral Resources. The estimates of exploration target
sizes are conceptual in nature and there has been insufficient results received from drilling completed to date to estimate a Mineral Resource compliant with the JORC Code (2004)
guidelines. Furthermore, it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the determination of a Mineral Resource.
Forward Looking Statement
This report may contain forward looking statements that are subject to risk factors which are based on MEU’s expectations relating to future events. Forward-looking statements are
subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are outside the control of MEU, which could cause actual results to differ materially from such statements. MEU
makes no undertaking to update or revise the forward-looking statements made in this report to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this release.
Competent Persons Statement
Information in this exploration update relating to Exploration Targets, Exploration Results and Mineral Resources is based on information compiled by Dr Kevin Wills, who is a
Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. He has sufficient experience which is relevant to the styles of mineralisation and types of deposits under
consideration and to the activities being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the “ Australasian Code of Reporting of Exploration Results,
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.” Dr Wills consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

For further information, please contact:

Dr Kevin Wills Executive Director Exploration
Email:
kevin@marmota.com.au
Phone:
0419 850 997

